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§
Let us say that Anglo-Saxon law—and, if you like, more
particularly that of Fleet Street and Flemington—is the best
that there is. If that is so it is because it is derived directly
from customs. Customs are more satisfactory than laws
because all the citizens or subjects of a political unit have
had a hand in evolving them. Laws made by legislatures
have the almost universal defect that they are inspired by
the passion of property. The history of English law was for
centuries a long tale of the struggle between the politicians
in parliament and the juries in the courts—the politicians
making laws that made a cow more valuable than the life of
a man and the juries establishing customs of the courts that
frustrated the politicians. You had, thus, Case Law, estab-
lished by custom or precedent, instead of codes established
on systems. At Flemington, as in Fleet Street, you administer
an almost identical Law that has been handed down from
the time when small bodies of Small Producers stood about
tinder oak trees and discussed what should be done about
this or that man who had done this or that. When a dozen
similar cases had been similarly handled a custom was
established.
§
Military Law is Anglo-Saxon civilian law rendered still more
satisfactory because being applied by men of the same pro-
fession to others of the same, it is applied with compre-
hension for a given end. It is more heinous to get drunk out
of barracks than in because it lessens the esteem of the com-
munity in which the given xmit finds itself. It is 'more
heinous to steal from a comrade than from a civilian because
that leads to internal ill will . - . and so on. Above all, it
was not originally inspired by the passion for acquisition. A
court-martial, therefore, comes nearest the original Anglo-
Saxon, small, outdoor tribunal that is the only satisfactory
court. * . . Of course it is only really satisfactory when the
village inhabitants are educated men, , , , Educated, not
instructed.

